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Abstract: The mutual interaction of marketing and logistics has been widely described in 
academic articles. For almost a century, many scholars and practitioners have recognised 
the close relationship between marketing and logistics activities in a marketing channel. 
Business philosophies such as JIT, QR and ECR implicitly emphasise this relationship as 
well. However, there is often a gap between marketing and logistics in theory and in 
practice. This separation results in problems. In logistics especially, the significance of 
marketing has been occasionally ignored. 

This is a single case study of distribution logistics development. The case company is a 
medium-sized high-tech consumer goods producer and distributor. The company has a 
few production plants and distribution centres and a number of warehouses all over the 
globe. The marketing function sets demands for logistics concerning product availability 
in local warehouses and the variety of product mix etc. From the logistics point of view 
those demands are quite expensive to fulfil. On the other hand, marketing provides 
important information for logistics. For example, the quality of forecasts and the feasible 
length of order cycle are dependent on marketing. 

The goal of the study is to analyse and find out what are the development possibilities and 
potential within the case when the scope and measures are: 

i. strictly limited to logistics 
ii. a combination of logistics and marketing 

At the beginning, the distribution network was described and appropriate data – sales of 
different products, forecasts, lead times, replenishment rules and transport costs etc. – 
were gathered. The network was analysed and development needs and issues were 
identified. A simulation model was created as a comparison tool of different development 
steps and scenarios. The development potential of logistics alone and of marketing and 
logistics together was established by means of simulation. The results indicate that major 
development potential derives from the co-operation of marketing and logistics, which is 
conformable with current theories. 
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1 Introduction 

This paper is about a distribution network development project in Finland. The project is a case within a 
larger research and development framework at VTT1 Industrial Systems. The case company is a globally 
acting consumer brand-product developer, manufacturer and distributor which was faced with the  
challenge of efficiently managing its deliveries and distribution globally. The case company’s products 
are globally recognised brand products. Marketing sets many requirements for logistics to satisfy 
customer needs. These requirements are quite expensive to fulfil. The aim of our project was to develop 
logistics without decreasing customer satisfaction and by fulfilling marketing requirements. 
 
The academic literature describes the marketing effects on logistics. The close relationship between 
marketing and logistics is well known. This was the reality in the case company as well. Logistics was 
required to ensure the availability of products at every node of the distribution network. This had 
resulted in excessive inventories at each node. Brand management concerns the whole company, 
especially product development and marketing. Marketing has several methods available to attract 
consumers, but these simultaneously generate challenges for distribution. Seasonal campaigns or special 
offers at the retail level are always demanding for logistics. The importance of reliable demand forecasts 
                                                 
1 VTT = Technical Research Centre of Finland 



in particular becomes greater. Demand forecasting was the case company’s primary tool in managing the 
supply chain, and its reliability seemed to be one of the major challenges. Still, marketing and logistics 
lived lives of their own, often not considering the other’s opinions. Later on, this was recognised as the 
main reason for difficulties in distribution. 
 
The open questions at the beginning of the project were how should the new distribution network be 
structured, how should distribution logistics be controlled and which kind of parameters should be used 
to manage logistics to fulfil requirements from brand and marketing management. The structure of the 
distribution network was recently developed and completed and it was supposed to remain as such. 
Purchasing and the whole of inbound logistics were excluded. The project started in autumn 2003 and 
ends at the end of 2004. The project had the following phases: 

- analysis of challenges in the business environment and distribution network 
- development of a distribution network simulation model 
- literature review of logistics methods and the creation of logistics distribution scenarios  
- development of a new logistics control method with evaluation using the simulation tool 
- implementation of new methods in practice 

 
The question occupying this study is the nature of the development possibilities and potential within the 
case when the scope and measures are: 
i. strictly limited to logistics 
ii. a combination of logistics and marketing 
 
1.1 The case company 

The case company is a Finnish high-tech consumer product developer, manufacturer and distributor, 
which operates in the global market. The product is a highly valued consumer brand product. The 
company is quite small on a global scale, despite having production plants in different countries and 
selling products to about 50 different countries around the world. The company has a strong research 
and development function, which ensures a supply of new and innovative products for demanding 
consumers. The product brand creates many challenges for business and it sets conditions for logistics 
development. 
 
The company needed more information on how to manage and operate within their distribution network. 
The company has production plants located on two continents and a few distribution centres around the 
world. The distribution centres serve as regional warehouses. The warehouses are fulfilling the needs of 
retailers, who are in contact with the consumers. For example in Europe there are a few regional 
warehouses, which distribute products to retailers in the countries concerned. The retailer in turn 
distributes to shops and markets in that area. The network structure was a strategic choice, but 
operational responsibility was given to the logistics department of the company. They were concerned 
about how to operate with the new network: the appropriate lead times, storage levels etc. and the kind 
of parameters to be used at different network nodes to ensuring maximum availability. Figure 1 presents 
the case company’s distribution network. 
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Figure 1. Example of case company's distribution network. 

 



1.2 Targets from marketing for logistics 

The product brand is created with hard work. The case company has a strong research and development 
department with long history. R&D has been the basis of the company’s success. The products are today 
high tech and are well known in their specific field of consumer goods. The products are customised for 
each market. Country-specific products are challenging for logistics and the optimisation of distribution, 
increasing the number of stock-keeping units. Another important issue is the demand for high 
availability set by the marketing function. The stock levels are high at each node of the distribution 
network due to country-specific products and a high target for availability. The distances between 
factories and distribution centres vary. In the longest cases, ship transportation takes several weeks and 
the logistics management has to ensure product availability by keeping high buffer stocks. In summary, 
the marketing and business management of the case company have set the targets for availability and 
brand management, and these impact on logistics. Logistics must enforce the business requirements, but 
in many cases that leads to high costs. 
 
2 Methodology 

This is a single case study. The base for this case is a demand and supply network development project 
called “Global Demand and Supply Network Management - Competitive Edge through Logistics 
Excellence", which abbreviation is "D-Man". The main idea of D-Man is to support e-logistics research 
and development in Finnish companies. D-Man consists of a common research framework, where we 
developed and studied new innovative logistics control methods for industry. The common research 
framework includes benchmarking of different logistics methods throughout the world. The best 
practices will be used for the development of companies’ case-specific needs. The common research 
framework is shared in different industry cases. The industry cases are independent, answering 
companies' own development challenges. The industry cases include a few common D-Man themes: 
Demand-Supply Networks Management, Logistics Control Methodology, Networked Manufacturing 
Logistics and ICT Exploitation. The research target of D-Man is to create a common generic logistics 
control method based on the results of industry cases and academic benchmarking. The following Figure 
2 is about the D-Man framework.  
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Figure 2. D-Man project framework. 

 
This paper is about one D-Man industry case, made using the constructive research method. Figure 3 
presents the main idea of the constructive research method (Kasanen et al. 1991, 1993). The starting 
point for the project is practical business needs, where VTT Industrial Systems tries to find with 
companies a solution for business challenges. New action models, constructions, are developed, based 
on known theories, business methods and business models. New knowledge and business advantages 
arise through construction development and those are evaluated in theory and practice. 
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Figure 3. Constructive research method (modified from Kasanen et al. 1991, 1993). 

 
The case company of this paper has difficulties with distribution logistics. The aim of the research and 
development project is to develop a new method of controlling the distribution network. The new 
method will be developed by taking care of the business requirements and known logistics methods and 
theories. In this paper, general logistics theories are left out of the picture. During the project a 
simulation model will be developed of the case company's logistics network. With the model different 
logistics control scenarios will be tested and, after analysis, a new logistics model for the case company 
will be decided. In summary, during the development project the following methods will be used: 

- literature review 
- benchmarking 
- simulation 
- analysis 

The construction will be the new evaluated logistics control models. 
 
3 Literature Review 

Brand influence on marketing 
In their recent article in the Harvard Business Review Holt et al. asked why consumers pick global 
brands. The article clearly showed that quality is the most significant criterion for buying a brand 
product (Holt et al. 2004). A second criterion was global myth, which means that consumers use brands 
to create an imagined global identity that they share with like-minded people. The third major criterion 
according to the survey was social responsibility. People recognise that global companies wield 
extraordinary influence, both positive and negative, on society's well being (ibid.). In summary, the 
study showed that consumers have various thoughts about global brands and that the brand owner has 
quite a big responsibility for different aspects. Marketing is a tool for companies to keep up their brands, 
but the product must still be high quality and fulfil consumer needs. 
 
Maklan & Knox (1997) emphasise the problems resulting from a gap between branding and customer 
value. They suggest that traditional branding no longer adds sufficient customer value, which is 
increasingly being generated by business processes. They state that branding seeks to differentiate a 
company’s value proposition from its competitors and marketing management can create greater 
customer value by integrating and developing the organisation’s competencies and capabilities as 
marketing assets. In order to achieve this, marketing planning must change to meet the needs of cross-
functional management and an increasing number of stakeholders. (Maklan & Knox 1997) 
 
In the studied case, the product itself is of high technology, and quality has always been required and 
maintained high. Product development creates new product models continuously, which is a way of 
keeping up the brand image. The brand value seems and is assumed to be high. We did not focus on the 
possible gap between brand and customer value. We tried to answer the question of how to organise 
distribution logistics in a reliable and cost-efficient way. To achieve this, the close link between brand 
management and marketing must be taken into consideration, because they from their part are linked to 
logistics. 
 



Marketing influence on logistics 
Svensson (2002) states in his article that logistics is usually concerned with satisfying the supply of the 
customers’ needs and wants in a marketing channel (or a distribution channel or a supply chain), while 
marketing usually focuses on satisfying the demands of the customers’ needs and wants in the same 
channel. Marketing and logistics activities may be seen as a chain of interdependent activities that 
complement each other in order to facilitate the exchange processes between the buyers and the sellers. 
The malfunctioning of one activity may imply the other activities in the marketing channel. Min and 
Mentzer (2000) also state that the marketing concept, market orientation, relationship marketing and 
SCM are not separate. Rather they are inextricably intertwined. (Min & Mentzer 2000) 
 
According to Svensson, despite logistics and marketing activities being closely linked, there is often 
an illogical and unhealthy distance between the two research disciplines in literature and 
sometimes in practice. Those activities are from time to time treated as separate, which means one or 
the other perspective is often neglected. Especially traditional logistics theories ignore the importance of 
marketing in a logistics context. On the other hand, the relationship between marketing and logistics 
activities in the marketing channel has been continuously recognised by many scholars and practitioners 
for almost a century. Business philosophies such as JIT, QR and ECR implicitly emphasise this 
relationship. According to Svensson, SCM appears to be a business philosophy and a phenomenon that 
may contribute to the re-integration and re-establishment of marketing issues in logistics theory and 
practice. (Svensson 2002) 
 
In his article in the International Journal of Physical Distribution and Logistics Management, Svensson 
(2002) refers to major similarities between SCM and Alderson’s functionalist theory of marketing, 
which are both derived from time-, relationship- and functional-dependencies between companies’ 
business activities in the marketing channel. Both theories recognise the vertical dependence between 
activities in the marketing channel. However, the horizontal dependence (competition between 
marketing channels) is recognised by the functionalist theory of marketing only and is not yet included 
in SCM. (Svensson 2002) This points to the linkage of the general theoretical background of marketing 
and SCM. 
 
Another possible influence of marketing on logistics and SCM is increased demand amplification 
resulting from marketing activities. Demand information may be already distorted in the last phase of the 
supply chain, sales. Lummus et al. (2003) have identified this topic. They noticed how, for example, 
quantity discounts and promotions can result in forward buying, where items are bought in advance of 
requirements because of an offer. In addition, trade deals are often regionally based, which leads to 
diversion, where material in one area is resold in other markets where the deal is not running. Sales are 
increased in the region where the deal exists while the forecast sales in other (next) regions fall short, 
causing excess inventory. Lummus et al. found out how the amplification at all nodes of the supply 
chain decreased significantly when both consumer discounts and trade deals were eliminated. (Lummus 
et al. 2003) 
 
Regarding how this linkage between logistics and marketing is nowadays shown to end customers, 
Wright and Nancarrow (1999) have discovered that today’s consumers do not have to leave home to be 
affected by the “globalisation processes” stimulated by advances in telecommunications, multimedia 
computerised technologies, transportation, distribution and retailing, amongst others, which have 
brought products and services from all over the world to their doorsteps (Wright & Nancarrow 1999). It 
can be asked, how does this impact on logistics, when marketing and logistics are separated in practice 
as they were in our case? What are the operational logistics methods by which these requirements can be 
met? 
 
According to Wanke and Zinn (2004), there are three strategic level decisions for logistics managers: 

(1) Make to order vs. make to stock. 
(2) Push vs. pull inventory deployment logic. 
(3) Inventory centralisation vs. decentralisation. 

 



According to Wanke and Zinn strategic decisions are a function of product-, operational- and demand-
related variables such as delivery time, obsolescence, coefficient of variation of sales and inventory 
turnover. For example, if customers require a short delivery time, logistics managers are more likely to 
decentralise inventory in order to stock product nearby the customer’s facility. Later on, they add 
(production) process technology, lead time ratio, demand information visibility, cost of good sold and 
cost density to their list of variables influencing the decisions. (Wanke & Zinn 2004). It should be noted 
that marketing decisions and activities affect most of the variables either directly or indirectly. 
 
The literature review indicated that goals in our case probably cannot be achieved by concentrating on 
distribution logistics only. In the case company, sales & marketing and logistics were distinct functions. 
Development of distribution was the logistics function’s responsibility. Marketing was not supposed to 
actively participate. Our question was converted into the following: To what extent it is possible to 
ensure brand, marketing and consumer requirements of punctual, optimised deliveries of products by 
distribution logistics management? What are the possibilities and potential, when marketing is taken in 
consideration? 
 
4 Analysis and results 

The goal of the study was to analyse and discover what the development possibilities and potential 
within the case distribution network are when the scope and measures were: 

i. strictly limited to logistics 
ii. a combination of logistics and marketing 

 
At the beginning, the current distribution network of the case company was described and appropriate 
data were gathered. The network was pre-analysed and development needs and issues were identified. 
Typical problems such as very slow total inventory turnover and long lead times, weak demand visibility 
and distortion of demand information were identified. A simulation model of the distribution network 
including the physical distribution network with costs and lead times of transport and material handling, 
real sales, forecasts and replenishment rules was created next. The structure of distribution network, 
transport routing rules and sales were kept constant. The simulation model served as a comparison tool 
for different development scenarios. 
 
The scenarios were created in brainstorming sessions and they followed common logistics rules and 
theories. A basic principle of the scenarios was eliminating loss of time and shortening lead times sorted 
by their feasibility (the easiest scenario first). Time savings were exploited by respective shortenings of 
order cycle and lowered inventory buffers. Delivery reliability was kept as high as required (95%). 
Which measures required active participation of marketing in this particular case, was assessed during 
the scenario building. The development potential of logistics alone and marketing and logistics together 
was established by means of simulation of the scenarios. Next in this paper, in addition to current 
situation, the scenarios are presented. The simulation tool was AutoModTM simulation software. The unit 
of analysis was total cost of transport and storage in the distribution network. Inventory carrying cost 
was calculated by simulated inventory levels, product value and an inventory carrying cost of 20% in 
stock and of 7% in transit. The scenarios were as follows: 
 
Current situation 
At first, to define a base case, the current distribution network with real data from the year 2003 was 
simulated. 

Scenario 1: Lead time shortening in distribution centres, reducing buffer stock ( logistics) 
The present long lead times of the distribution centres are essentially shortened in the first scenario. This 
is exploited by reducing safety stock and shortening the time frame for orders: it is not necessary to 
order so soon in advance, when the orders are handled and fulfilled three weeks faster. In fact, this was 
the only scenario presented in this paper which could really be implemented by logistics management 
alone. Other scenarios attempted, where cooperation with marketing would not be necessary, did not 
indicate any positive results and are not presented here. The total lead time of physical distribution is 
shortened by three weeks on average in scenario one. 



Scenario 2. Overall lead time shortening and distribution streamlining (logistics and marketing) 
Here shipping is replaced by air transport. The time frame of ordering between the echelons of the 
distribution chain is shortened accordingly. Lead time variation in the distribution centres is reduced, as 
is variation in methods of road transport. Delivery frequency from distribution centres to warehouses is 
fixed at one delivery a week and the deliveries are postponed as late as possible. More frequent demand 
information and shorter forecast time frames are assumed, because they are necessary for this operation 
model. Co-operation with marketing management is necessary in reducing variation as well as in 
increasing the frequency of the order/replenishment cycle and the demand information for them. Total 
lead time is shortened by around five weeks on average. 

Scenario 3. Rapid distribution (logistics and marketing) 
The time frame of ordering between the production plants and the distribution centres is shortened by a 
month and the delivery frequency between them is increased (doubled on average) and the frequency 
variation is reduced. Safety stocks are reduced accordingly. Deliveries from distribution centres to 
warehouses are converted to replenishments based on weekly sales. The influence of forecast error is at 
least theoretically eliminated from the warehouse stage. The distribution lead time is shortened by three 
weeks on average. Co-operation between marketing and logistics is necessary, as in scenario two. 
 
The indexed results of scenario simulation are in Table 1 and in Figure 4. 

Table 1. The indexed results of the simulated scenarios 
 Base case Scenario 1. Scenario 2. Scenario 3. 

Total average inventories including 
transit in DCs 230 184 153 97 

Total average inventories including 
transit in warehouses 297 152 55 35 

Transport cost 13 13 23 23 
Storage cost 77 52 35 20 
Transit-storage cost 10 5 2 2 
Total 100.0 70.6 60.4 45.8 
 
The costs were reduced at each step. Between scenarios one and two, the change of transport mode from 
shipping to air increases transport cost and thus offsets the reductions in storage costs. High delivery 
reliability was maintained at each step. In other words, requirements from brand and marketing 
management to logistics were met in each scenario. In the scenarios, less variation and waste of time as 
well as more accurate and rapid demand information have replaced excessive buffer stocks. 
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Figure 4. The indexed total distribution costs of the base case and scenarios 

 
In this case, according to simulation, there is significant potential in pure logistics development as the 
scenario one shows. In scenario one, savings of 29% are simulated. The reason for this is long lead times 
(waiting, in fact) at the distribution centres. Waiting time reduction would result in a significant 
reduction of safety stock and order length in terms of time. However, the results indicate that major 
development potential derives from the co-operation of marketing and logistics. In scenarios two and 



three, which cannot be implemented without the co-operation of both functions, even higher savings of 
40% and 54% were simulated. In addition, there are indirect benefits resulting from greater flexibility, 
diminished obsolescence etc. in the more rapid and constantly operating models of scenarios two and 
three. Those benefits are not revealed by our analysis but the important point is that they cannot be 
achieved without collaboration between logistics and marketing. 
  
5 Discussion 

Difficulties in real life are usually a combination of many challenges. This holds true in our case of 
logistics and distribution. The logistics fulfils the requirements others give, but with high inventory 
costs. By ensuring deliveries without taking care of costs, customers may be happy, but will there be 
enough profit? The profitable way of managing logistics and distribution requires a clear understanding 
of the whole business, not only the requirements of delivery reliability and availability from brand and 
marketing management. The scenario simulation indicated how the major potential of increasing the 
cost-efficiency of distribution lies in the collaboration of marketing and logistics, which is conformable 
with current theories. This is not changed by the fact that drawing the line between logistics and 
marketing is case specific. 
 
As a conclusion to our work, we defined a framework for an integrated approach of brand management, 
marketing and logistics. The following Figure 5 presents the basic idea of how a brand product impacts 
on marketing and indirectly on distribution and finally on consumers. Firstly the brand owner creates the 
product. A global brand product must fulfil many brand aspects of brand, quality being one amongst 
others. The brand’s aspects are transformed to several requirements. In our case, the requirements affect 
marketing directly. Marketing tries to ensure brand success. Marketing has many possibilities to boost 
sales, but sometimes these possibilities are quite expensive to enforce. In the studied case, marketing 
impacts directly and brand management indirectly on distribution and logistics.  
 
Distribution should ensure product deliveries, and its function is to fulfil retailers’ needs. Retailers have 
contact with end-users and markets, so they know market needs, which should be fulfilled by punctual, 
cost-effective and well managed distribution. Retailers also receive information about consumption and 
market situations. Typically, as in the studied case, initial information for a market forecast is gained 
from the retailer level. That forecast should be shared with the whole value chain, so that every player in 
the chain has the same information and estimates about the future. In practice, different nodes in the 
chain do their own modified forecast based on their earlier experiences and their own vision of the 
future, which causes uncertainty in the value chain. In our framework we define that a forecast is based 
on information gained from the markets and that how the forecast is utilised is case specific. End users, 
consumers and whole market give feedback to the brand owner about how they feel about the brand and 
about new requirements or needs, but this is also a way for the brand owner to make profits. 
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Figure 5. Integrated framework for marketing and logistics 



 
Our case confirms ideas we had learnt from earlier research and publications. The new method and 
construction for managing our case company's distribution is still under development. There are many 
questions about the optimal logistics chain. For example, is every node in the distribution chain 
required? What kind of service level is needed to fulfil customer needs? 
 
There is still a need for further research in the field of logistics when considering marketing effects. The 
brand effects on logistics are not so widely researched. As has been noticed, brand management is a tool 
to upkeep a brand, and brand success is dependent on how consumers feel about the brand. That feeling 
encompasses many aspects, and one of them is availability, which distribution and logistics should 
ensure. Moreover, the brand management point of view needs some research into how to take care of 
logistical options and, on the other hand, the requirements of brand management. 
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